Data Services – Business Analyst, Rightmove
London

Business Analysts at Rightmove are core to every software development team. As the bridge between the techies and our customers, consumers and the rest of the business, you will cover the whole spectrum of software development. Your challenges will range from analysing user feedback to validating (and simplifying) new business ideas, from writing and prioritising user stories to liaising with the scrum master to ensure smooth deployment and roll-out. Our culture is very collaborative, and we stick to agile principles with pragmatic passion. There is never a shortage of interesting projects in the backlog; you will be implementing new features on our website and mobile platforms, developing new revenue generating products or delighting customers with great back office functionality and insightful market intelligence. Our aim is to provide simple, accurate and fast data tools and services to support our users’ property decisions.

A typical week as a Business Analyst might involve:

• Finding the best solution to satisfy a diverse client base ranging from leading property surveying firms, to boutique investment firms, to some of the largest financial institutions in Europe.
• Writing “As a user, I want to…” stories for your project in JIRA
• Liaising with the QA team to ensure smooth testing of new functionalities
• Working closely with developers and QAs on story implementation
• Review recent changes to find where we can make further improvements
• Liaising with other teams within Rightmove on implementation for overlapping products
• Monitoring the impact of your team’s new features and reporting on project progress & success to management

We’re looking for someone who

• Loves to ask questions and won’t leave any stone unturned
• Is energised by the prospect of solving a problem
• Has excellent organisational skills and the ability to multitask
• Appreciates how technology can be used to create an experience that delights users
• Has found the agile philosophy to be second nature
• Prides themselves on delivering the best solution possible and will not keep quiet if something mediocre is labelled ‘ready to go’
• Attentive to detail
• Has a hunger for learning and drive to constantly improve themselves and the BA processes in the team
• Is passionate about getting to know their users and their needs
• Has a sense of ownership and responsibility for the work they deliver as part of an agile team
• Is equally comfortable and engaged negotiating requirements with the management discussing implementation with a Java enthusiast
• Has participated in software development projects in a technology-led company
• Ultimately, we care much more about the person you are, how you think and approach things, than a list of qualifications and buzzwords on a CV. Even if you can’t say ‘yes’ to all of the above, but are smart, self-motivated and passionate about delivering great software, then get in touch.

http://www.statsjobs.com/jobs/data-services-business-analyst-rightmove/